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 These days political participationis a necessary affair for everyone and now the absence 

of women in this field means removing half of the society from such matter. It is very 
important to involve that absent part (women), according to the complexity of political 

policies and involvement of people participation. Presence of that absent part is vital to 

protect from Islamic government and its legitimacy and in this way any society that 
want to make headway, must consider women's participation. In this paper we use 390 

women aged from 18 to 65 years old. These samples were chosen in a racemose and 

multilevel sampling way. Furthermore, we use questioner to gather information and we 
have presented and analyzed these data both statistical and descriptive. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The women are half of the human force in a society that can play an important role in advancing human 

communities. They are one of the most important sources of advancement and improvement. The men, still, 

weren't able to protect from women profits in a good manner; however, women participationin every aspect of 

society affairs is as important as their participation in politics. It's said democracy in a country won't be 

complete and well-settled, otherwise women participation maximize.  

 There are verities of obstacles in participation of women in politics but removing these obstacles 

necessarily won't lead to women participation in politics. 

 We can see this problem in west communities too. This fact propagates some ideas about limited abilities of 

women's participation in political affairs. That indicates the nature of women is not compatible with politics 

harshness. 

 In the liberal's point of view it's mentioned that women should adapt themselves with the facts of political 

affair and men's characteristic. On the other hand, socialistic and feminist theories, not only it's mentioned that 

women's nature is not compatible, but also mentioned that the solution is not making changes in women's nature 

but the change in government and policy. Government and policy are something related to men and only by 

changing the structure of power, the women can be involved in political affairs, and here we should say the 

women's participation is definitely opposite to politics.( Bashirie:2006) 

 We can't stop women from being in politic fields just because the reason that they are women. So, the 

Islamic government should train women and appropriate some educational units to revive their spoiled rights.  

(Lakzaee:2002) 

 Political participation is necessary for a society to growth and it is a valuable factor that everybody should 

be participated in it. (Women and men), to achieve such things like society growth and having a safe life it is 

required to prepare equivalent chances in community. Therefore, we should try to change these views in politic 

fields to equalize the rights of women and men.( Mossafa:1994) 

 

Some related researches in Iran: 

 Majid Movahed (2003) conducted a study titled “women political partnership and the effective social 

factors” on a sample population of 218 housewife and career women in Bndar-Abbas  

 Kavoos Seyed Ememi and Reza Montazeri Moghadam (2012) conducted a research titled “the role of trust 

culture and the performance of political institutions in creating political trust” on the students of Tehran 

University. 
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 Gholamreza Jafarinia (2012) has conducted a research titled “investigating the effects of socioeconomic 

factors on political partnership of Khoormoj citizens”.  

 Moghadas Khajenoori (2011) has studied the trend of globalization and women’s political partnership in 

Tehran, Shiraz and Estahban.  

 SeyedJavad Imamjomezadeh (2012) in a research investigates the relationship between social capital and 

political partnership among Isfahan University student. 

 Safiri and Sadeghi (2009) conducted a research titled “student’s social partnership and its effective social 

factors” on a population of 343 female students (aged 18-29) in social science colleges of State Universities if 

Tehran.  

 Miss. Eskandari and Kamali (2011) conducted a research titled “trust-Women of Tehran”. 

 These days political participation is a necessary affair for everyone and now the absence of women in this 

field means removing half of the society from such matter. It is very important to involve that absent part 

(women), according to the complexity of political policies and involvement of people participation. Presence of 

that absent part is vital to protect from Islamic government and its legitimacy and in this way any society that 

want to make headway, must consider women's participation. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Research method: 

 This is an analytic research and in this paper we use 390 women aged from 18 to 65 years old. These 

samples were chosen in a racemose and multilevel sampling way. Furthermore, we use questioner to gather 

information and we have presented and analyzed these data both statistical and descriptive. 

 These designed questioners were filled by some coworkers according to the sampling method. The first part 

of this questioner was about general information (age, educational level, income and marital statues) and in the 

second part we analyze political participation and trust to the government. 

 In the first step, after entering the data to the computer, we should categorize them according to the 

variables and indicators. Then we analyze the data in a designed table (descriptive statistical method). Finally 

we analyze the obtained results by the SPSS software (according to research hypothesis). 

 

The structure of reliability results by Corombakh alpha: 

 The Corombakh Alpha is one of the methods used for reliability measurements. This method is used for a 

kind of tests that measure a verity of characteristics. 

 

Trust to government factor: 

 
Table 2.1: Results of Corombakh alpha. 

Corombakh alpha Number of questions 

.872 7 

 

 The first table shows that the Corombakh alpha rate for these seven questions is 0.872 that is acceptable.  

 

2. Political participation factor: 

 
Corombakh alpha Number of questions 

.759 10 

 
Table 2.2: The result of political participation factor. 

Questions Average of factor 

(when the question 
omitted) 

Variance of factor 

(when the question 
omitted) 

Total correlation 

with factor 

Corombakh alpha 

(when the question 
omitted) 

To attend in Islamic council 

elections 

19.2104 11.276 .647 .707 

To attend in president election 19.0052 12.552 .510 .732 

To attend in expert council 
(Rahbari) 

19.4078 10.914 .568 .715 

To attend in Islamic Council 

election of urban and rural area 

19.3091 10.948 .606 .709 

To attend in demonstration 19.5922 12.107 .421 .739 

To encourage others to attend in 

elections 

19.4519 11.373 .559 .718 

To discuss about political matters 

with families and friends 

20.0987 13.803 .096 .758 

To follow political news 19.7558 12.399 .377 .745 

To encourage others to vote in the 

interests of one of the candidates 

19.9766 12.841 .249 .753 
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To refer to the representative 

council for mention the matters and 

difficulties 

20.2519 13.319 .206 .755 

 

 The first table shows that the Corombakh alpha rate for these ten questions is 0.759 that is acceptable. The 

second table confirms this because the omission of each question leads to a decrease in Corombakh alpha. 

 

Statistical populations: 

Discussion: (data analysis): 

 In this part, the variables of research are represented in a table and a graph. At first the dependent variables 

are described and then the free variables.  

 

Political participation: 

Formal political participation: 

 
Table 3.1: The abundance distribution of responders according to their answers to different formal questions. 

Case Never Sometimes Always Total 

Percentage Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number 

To attend in president 

election 

3.8 15 14.4 56 81.8 319 89 

To attend in Islamic 

council elections 

9.7 38 23.1 90 67.2 262 78.75 

To attend in expert 
council (Rahbari) 

20.8 81 20.8 81 58.2 227 68.6 

To attend in Islamic 

Council election of 
urban and rural area 

16.7 65 19.5 76 63.8 249 73.55 

To attend in 

demonstration 

16.4 64 48.2 188 35.4 138 59.5 

 

 The number and the percent of people's reply to each question are shown in table 3.1. According to this 

table the highest percent is 89% that is related to the attendance in president election and the lowest one is 

59.5% that is related to demonstration.  

 
Table 3.2: Variable descriptive statistics for formal political participation. 

Case Number Lowest Highest average Standard deviation 

Formal political participation 

Valuable Number 

390 

390 

1.00 3.00 2.4769 .52596 

 

 This table shows that the average of replies to formal political participation is 2.47. The below graph is used 

to demonstrate clearly the place of average of formal political participation among the people who was asked. 

 

 
 

Graph 3.1: Formal political participation rates in a percentage graph. 

 

The above graph shows that the most abundance is in the right side, always, that is in the range of 2.80 to 3. 
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Informal political participation: 

 
Table 3.3: The abundance distribution of responders according to their answers to different informal questions. 

Case Never Sometimes Always Total 

Percentage Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number 

To encourage others to attend in 

elections 

14.6 57 37.2 145 47.9 187 66.5 

To discuss about political matters 
with families and friends 

39.5 154 52.8 206 7.7 30 34.1 

To follow political news 20.8 81 55.6 217 23.3 91 51.1 

To encourage others to vote in the 

interests of one of the candidates 

36.4 142 46.2 180 17.2 67 40.3 

To refer to the representative 

council for mention the matters 

and difficulties 

52.8 206 40.8 159 6.2 24 26.6 

 

 The number and the percent of people's reply to each question are shown in table 3.3. According to this 

table the highest percent is 66.5% that is related to encourage others to attend in elections and the lowest one is 

26.6% that is related to refer to the representative council for mention the matters and difficulties. 

 
Table 3.4: Variable descriptive statistics for informal political participation. 

Case Number Lowest Highest average Standard deviation 

Informal political  participation 

Valuable Number 

390 

390 

1.00 2.80 1.8723 .39457 

 

 This table shows that the average of replies to informal political participation is 1.87. The total number of 

people is 390 and the standard deviation is 0.394.  

 The below graph is used to demonstrate clearly the place of average of informal political participation 

among the people who was asked. 

 

 
 

Graph 3.2: Informal political participation rates in a percentage graph. 

 

The above graph shows that the most abundance is in the center that is in the range of 1.60 to 2.20. 

 

The abundance distribution of political participation factor: 

 
Table 3.5: Variable descriptive statistics for political participation. 

Case Number Lowest Highest average Standard deviation 

political participation 

Valuable Number 

390 

390 

1.00 2.90 2.1746 .38238 

 

 This table shows that the average of replies to political participation is 2.17. The total number of people is 

390 and the standard deviation is 0.38.  

 The below graph is used to demonstrate clearly the place of average of political participation among the 

people who was asked. 
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Graph 3.3: Political participation rates in a percentage graph. 

 

The above graph shows that the most abundance is in the near center that is in the range of 2.00 to 2.60. 

 

Trust to government: 

 
Table 3.6: The abundance distribution of responders according to their answers to different questions about the trust to the government. 

Case Never Seldom Sometimes Most of the 
times 

Always Total 
percent 

P N P N P N P N P N 

Do the authorities 

accomplish their 
promises? 

11.8 46 38.7 151 42.3 165 5.4 21 1.8 7 36.67 

Do the authorities pay 

attention to people 
opinions? 

10.3 40 37.2 145 43.8 171 5.9 23 2.8 11 38.33 

Do the authorities do 

their affairs by cheating? 

5.4 21 10.3 40 32.3 126 23.1 90 26.7 104 62.25 

Do the authorities abuse 
their situation? 

8.5 33 13.3 52 37.9 148 22.6 88 15.9 62 54.98 

Do the authorities behave 

according to the rules? 

5.4 21 26.9 105 47.7 186 14.4 55 4.1 16 45.48 

Do the authorities serve 
to people? 

5.9 23 29.5 115 45.6 178 15.1 59 3.6 14 45.1 

Do the authorities abuse 

governmental facilities? 

6.9 27 17.4 68 39.7 155 23.8 93 10.5 41 52.55 

 

 The number and the percent of people's reply to each question are shown in table 3.6. According to this 

table the highest percent is 62.25% that is related to do the authorities do their affairs by cheating? And the 

lowest one is 38.67% that is related to Do the authorities accomplish their promises? 

 
Table 3.7: Variable descriptive statistics for trust to the government. 

Case Number Lowest Highest average Standard deviation 

political participation 

Valuable Number 

390 

390 

1.00 5.00 2.6429 .73786 

 

 As the cases 3, 4 and 7 in the table 4.22 are negative then by re-coding we obtain descriptive statistics. 

Above table shows the average of reliance to the government is 2.64 and the number of people is 390 and the 

standard deviation is 0.737. 
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Graph 3.4: Trust to government rates in a percentage graph. 

 

 The above table shows that the most abundance is lower than average in the range of 1.43 to 3.43.  

 In this part we studied the correlation relationship between each single graph as an independent variable and 

women political participationas a dependent variable. 

 

Relationship between government reliability and women political participation: 

Model Summary: 

 
Table 3.8: The summery of regression model for government reliability and women in politics relationship. 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .266a .071 .068 .36911 

 

 In above table the Coefficient Of Correlation between women in politics and government reliability is 0.266 

and the Coefficient of Determination is 0.071. 

 
Table 3.9: Anova test for government reliability and women in politics relationship. 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 4.016 1 4.016 29.477 .000a 

Residual 52.863 388 .136   

Total 56.879 389    

 
Table 3.10: The summery of descriptive statistic for government reliability and women in politics relationship. 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 1.811 .070  26.019 .000 

 .138 .025 .266 5.429 .000 

 

 The variable of government reliability plays a negligible role in describing the variance of dependent 

variable. The amount of correlation and determination coefficient is 0.266 and 0.071 respectively that we can 

show 7.1% of dependent variable is related to government reliability. The meaningful regression test shows that 

this model is meaningful in 95% level. So this hypothesis is accepted. Therefore, we can say the reliability 

variable affects the women participationin politics. The amount of constant alpha is 1.81 and the angel 

coefficient of regression line is 0.138. 

Then we have: Y=a+bx 

And we have equation of linear regression: 

Women political participation= 1.81 + 0.138 (government reliability) 

 The above equation shows that if the government reliability variable has an increase for 1 unit, on the other 

side, an increase will occur for women political participationequal to 0.138. 

 

Conclution: 

 The variable of government reliability plays a negligible role in describing the variance of dependent 

variable. The amount of correlation and determination coefficient is 0.266 and 0.071 respectively that we can 

show 7.1% of dependent variable is related to government reliability. The meaningful regression test shows that 
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this model is meaningful in 95% level. So this hypothesis is accepted. Therefore, we can say the reliability 

variable affects the women participationin politics. If the government reliability variable has an increase for 1 

unit, on the other side, an increase will occur for women political participationequal to 0.138. 

 According to the Milbrath and Goel suggestions, the education, age and income are related to political 

participationbut in this study there wasn’t any meaningful relationship between political participationand the 

two items 'education and age', and only the relationship between income and political participationwas 

meaningful so it was accepted. .(azkia,108-109:2001)In a research by Mr. Kavoos Seyed Imami(2012) there 

wasn’t any relationship between social-economical recourses and political participation.  

 In a research by Mr. Movahed(2003) there was a meaningful relationship between the two items, education 

and social level, and political participation.  

 According to the researches of 1- Safiri and Sadeghi(2009),2- Vosooghi and hashemi, -(2004)  there was a 

relationship between government reliability and political participationand also between political weakness and 

political participation. In this study we observed a meaningful relationship between government reliability and 

political participationof women. 

 

Recommendations:  

 Political participationhas a direct relationship with government reliability; it means the more trust to 

government the more political participation. According to the Colman suggestion government reliability is a 

result of social trust. If we are going to have a Social trust in our society there should be some expectations and 

confirmed commitment. 

 For this reason it is recommended to prepare politics, society and law in a way to increase the trust to 

government among the people that finally leads to an increase in political participation. To achieve these 

authorities should keep to some points as follow: 

1. Do their promises, 2. Pay attention to people's opinions, 3. Be a servant for people, 4. Never abuse forms their 

job situation, 5. Never abuse from governmental facilities, 6. Be responsible and also 7. Increase the presence of 

women in different social events by equalizing the men and women rights. 

For further searches you can study the same subject in other cities of Iran and also frontier localities. 
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